Pilgrimages and Holy Sites
Miracles of Lourdes, Fatima, Guadalupe, and Knock
CDR Communications
Pilgrimages 440.4

Documentary

1988

VHS

60 minutes

Part of a Series

Explore four locations where miracles have taken place and how people now respond to those
places.

The Source
USCCB
Pilgrimages 440.6

Documentary

1998

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

The story, sites and sounds of Lourdes is the basis for exploring healing, faith, conversion and
reconciliation in today's society. This inspiring video program provides a wonderful opportunity
to learn more about the shrine, one of the most popular pilgrimage sites in modern Christianity.

The Vatican Revealed
A & E Home Video
Pilgrimages 440.3

Documentary

1999

DVD

100 minutes

Part of a Series

It is the home of the Pope, the center of the Roman Catholic faith and the site of Christendom's
greatest church and holiest shrine. The Vatican Revealed offers a comprehensive history of the
origins of the Vatican through interviews with historians, reconstructions of crucial events and onsite artifacts.
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The Holy Land with Peter Vasko: Franciscans in the Holy Land
EWTN Global Catholic Network
Pilgrimages 440.1

Documentary

2007

DVD

3 programs/ 3

Part of a Series

The Holy Land is sacred to Christians as the place where the Son of God preached, healed and
ultimately died to redeem mankind.

Taize...that little springtime
Journey Communications
Pilgrimages 440.5

Documentary

2007

VHS

26 minutes

Part of a Series

Taizé: That Little Springtime, shot on location in France, presents a glimpse of the 80 men, from
different cultures and different Christian traditions - who comprise the ecumenical community of
Taizé, founded in 1940.
Thousands of people, mostly young adults, have traveled from around the world to the
picturesque Burgundy region of France to spend time with the community.
In the program, we see them in Bible Study and small group discussions, as well as in prayer with
the Brothers a prayer composed of Scripture readings, silence, and the well-known Taizé music.
The young people speak of their motivations and hopes, while Brother Roger, Taizé's founder,
shares his reasons for beginning the community. Several of the Brothers reflect on Taizé's mission
today.

Within Your Gates
Salt and Light Media Foundation
Pilgrimages 440.2

Documentary

2010

DVD

46 minutes

Part of a Series

In May 2009, Benedict XVI became the third pope to ever visit the Holy Land. Biblical passages
and the Pope's homilies breathe life into ancient sites.
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